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I appreciate the opportunity to again comment on the mutual fund risk rating
methodology. As a mutual fund investor I have had more than my fair share of problems
with mutual fund risk disclosures over the years. When I last commented on this topic
my letter was based on actual experiences and backed up by solid references. I am
therefore very disappointed to see the CSA basically going along with industry proposals
and ignoring my input.
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In my letter I expressed concerns about the standard deviation (SD) as a measure of
risk, the inability of the average fund investor to comprehend the disclosure and make
use of it, ICI research supporting narrative disclosure of risk , advisor risk etc. My
opposition to this methodology remains even stronger today after a year of struggling
with the risk disclosure portion of Fund Facts (FF).
Of course my opposition to the methodology is also backed up by some of the world's top
investors based on the ideas that SD is not risk for the long-term investor and that the
Gaussian distribution is not a good approximation of real world return data. Morningstar
UK is forthright about this and demonstrates it by analyzing UK funds results using the
SD as the indicator ( Reference 2). A sparsity of data to support the 10-year SD
averaging period adds to the criticism of the CSA methodology.
In an article “Does volatility equal risk? Edgepoint Wealth , a prominent Torontobased Asset Manager said this “ The formula for standard deviation treats all volatility the
same. It tells you how much results have deviated from their historical average, whether
above or below it. Thus, an investment with nothing but positive returns can
nevertheless have high volatility if those results have varied from slightly positive to
massively so. Put simply, volatility measures how a stock trades and not necessarily how
much business risk it holds.”
http://www.edgepointwealth.com/en/Resources/EdgePointAcademy/Does-volatilityequal-risk
A whole added set of issues relates to ETF's . I note that the OSC's own Investor
Advisory Panel has provided critical commentary on the issues surrounding ETF Facts.
Some ETF's like reverse and leveraged ETF's do not seem to me to be suitable to the
proposed methodology . My comments relate only to mutual funds.
Here are some suggestions to improve the selected methodology :
a. A note should be added when a fund has used proxy index data to calculate SD so
investor is made aware of what he is looking at. Change the Section heading to : “ How
volatile is it?”
b . All funds should include a note highlighting risks not captured by the volatility
calculation as is done in Europe. Risks that are typically not captured by the indicator can
be credit risks, liquidity risks, counterparty risks, operational risks ,risks due to shorting,
currency risks and the impact of financial techniques (for example, derivative
instruments) or unique terms like those found in Return of Capital funds.
c. Specialized funds like Life Cycle Funds should use a modified calculation approach per
ESMA Guidelines ( Reference 1) and /or disclose risks not represented by the volatility
calculation . Since the portfolio composition of a Life Cycle Fund changes substantially
over time, it may be the case that not all of the return history of these funds is
representative of their current overall risk profile. As a consequence, the ESMA requires
that the SRRI computation methodology for life cycle funds needs to be modified to
reflect the changes over time of the portfolio reference asset allocation as envisaged in
their investment policies. The CSA should do the same and allow an extra sheet of text if
necessary.
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d. The scale should be retained at six (6) buckets to prevent clustering - the goal is to
ensure that, for example, a Canadian equity fund would, in the normal course of events ,
be rated as Medium to high NOT medium ( Canadians do not perceive a loss of 35-45%
as Medium risk ).
e. The scale should use numbers NOT words. Viz. Sample from Europe

The dictionary defines Medium as something that is the middle size when compared with
things that are larger and smaller which isn't particularly informative. This will also
alleviate one concern that the words in FF would be confused with KYC documentation:
The Europeans use 7 buckets compared to CSA's proposed 5.
f. Add a clarifying statement that historical data, such as is used in calculating the SD,
may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the fund rather than “ It
doesn't tell you how volatile the fund will be in the future”.
g. Among other things, an explanation must be provided of why the fund is in a certain
category. Example: The fund belongs to Medium to high risk category. This means that
the fund is subject to higher risk in respect of rises and falls in value. It is also important
to explain that the indicator is not a measure of any risk of capital loss, but rather a
measure of the past increases and decreases in value of the fund.
h. The risk rating must be promptly updated in the event of significant changes in a
fund’s risk and reward profile, particularly where the variation in risk is related to a
change in the fund's objective or investment policy or prior to major marketing efforts In
these cases, the categorisation should be totally revised.
i. Separately risk rate currency hedged funds. See The Investment Funds Practitioner November 2013
http://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/InvestmentFunds_ifunds_20131128_practitioner.htm
Other related ideas for improving FF's :
1. Add a section is to inform the unit holder of the objectives of the fund (for example,
to provide a steady return on a short-term as well as a long-term basis, long-term capital
growth, return in relation to a relevant index, absolute return, etc.), and how the fund
management company intends to achieve these objectives .
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2. Tighten up the sentence” Higher commissions can influence representatives to
recommend one investment over another” I suggest “ Your representative is in a conflictof- interest which can influence the investments recommended to you”. A much stronger
wording is warranted in light of the Cummings Report findings.
3.If the fund invests in debt securities, information regarding the issuer and minimum
credit rating should be stated. Example: The fund invests in bonds issued by companies.
These companies must have a minimum credit rating of BBB on Standard & Poor’s scale.
4. Provide the actual SD number on the scale so at least the sales representative could
interpret the meaning of the number in plain language.
5. Instead of using index data to backfill missing monthly retirns data, consider using
actual data from the relevant CIFSC fund category.
6. Include an abbreviated listing of the major risks of the fund in plain language .Even a
simple “ interest rate risk” statement is better than no disclosure at all. Readers could be
referred to the CSA's Guide to Mutual Funds for more details on risks.
7. A CSA Investor User Guide similar to this one used by Capita in Europe is critical. A
good way to describe the 5 risk levels is shown below:

Volatility Metrics for Mutual Funds https://www.dol.gov/ebsa/pdf/deloitte2009-3.pdf
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It should be made clear that the CSA will be responsible for continuing " ownership" of
the methodology and will review it at least annually for effectiveness , possible
improvement and to deal with new innovative fund product developments.
In 2015, "safe" preferred share funds tanked mainly impacted by nasty terms in reset
preferred shares. As we enter 2016 we find billions of dollars invested in "safe" Bond
funds , all rated LOW risk - is this rating a road to ruin for retirees with 50- 70% in these
funds?
I fear for all of the small retail investors who will look at the FF risk ratings in making
decisions about where to invest their RRSPs this year. They are, without a doubt, like
deer in headlights about to be hit by a car. Perhaps they will be lucky. Perhaps not. Is this
investor protection? [ ref According to a May 2011 Ipsos Reid poll Seven in Ten (72%)
Canadians Not Fully Confident Their Math and Money Management Skills Will Help them
Plan for a Secure Financial Future
http://abclifeliteracy.ca/files/Financial_Literacy_Research-2011.pdf ]
I hope this submission is useful to the CSA and this time will be considered in its decision
making.
Approvel is granted for posting this letter on regulator websites.
Arthur Ross
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